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Abstract I argue in this paper that the debate over composition is factually empty; in1

other words, I argue that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any composite2

objects like tables and rocks and cats. Moreover, at the end of the paper, I explain3

how my argument is suggestive of a much more general (and much more radical)4

conclusion, namely, that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any material5

objects at all. Roughly speaking, the paper proceeds by arguing that (a) if there were6

a fact of the matter about whether composite objects exist, then it would be either a7

necessary fact or a contingent fact, and (b) both of these alternatives are implausible.8

Keywords Composition · Mereology · Composite objects · Metaontology ·9

Anti-metaphysics · Metametaphysics · Factual emptiness10

1 Introduction11

I will argue in this paper that the debate over composition is factually empty; in other12

words, I’ll argue that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any composite13

objects like tables and rocks and cats. Moreover, at the end of the paper, I’ll explain
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how my argument is suggestive of a much more general (and much more radical)14

conclusion, namely, that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any material15

objects at all.16

The view developed in this paper is a kind of anti-metaphysicalism—the core idea17

is that debates about the ontology of material objects are factually empty—but as18

will become clear, my view is rather different from the anti-metaphysical views put19

forward by people like Carnap (1950), Putnam (1994), Sidelle (2002), Hirsch (2002),20

and Thomasson (2007).21

By a composite object, I just mean an object with proper parts, or a mereological22

sum of other objects. And the debate I’m concerned with is the debate about whether23

there are any such things as composite objects. Nihilism is the view that there aren’t.24

The most obvious way to develop a nihilist view is to say that the physical world25

consists of nothing but tiny little simples (where a simple is an object without proper26

parts) and that while there are no such things as composite objects like tables and cats,27

the following is true:28

(S) There exist lots of (tiny1) simples; e.g., there are simples arranged tablewise29

and rockwise and catwise and so on.230

Now, of course, there are other views that nihilists can endorse that don’t involve31

(S); e.g., they can endorse what Horgan and Potrč (2000) call blobjectivism, the view32

that there is exactly one physical object, namely, the entire universe (or the blobject),33

and that this object is just a great big simple with no proper parts. But for the sake34

of simplicity, I will assume throughout most of this paper (through Sect. 6) that the35

composition debate is premised on the assumption that (S) is true, so that the question36

is just whether there are any objects that are composed of the simples mentioned in37

(S). This simplifies things considerably, but I will eventually (in Sect. 7) discharge the38

assumption that (S) is true.39

The main competitor of nihilism is universalism, the view that for any set M of40

physical objects, there’s an object that’s the mereological sum of the members of M.41

Now, by itself, this doesn’t entail that there are composite objects, but if we combine it42

with the thesis that there are at least two physical objects, it does. And if we combine43

universalism with (S), we get the result that there are a great many composite objects,44

not just ordinary objects like tables and cats and rocks, but weird objects like trout-45

turkeys (where a trout-turkey is an object composed of an undetached half trout and46

an undetached half turkey).347

Let me pause here to address a nit-picky point. Strictly speaking, the conjunction48

of universalism and (S) doesn’t entail the existence of tables. What it entails is that49

1 The word ‘tiny’ is being used here in an intentionally imprecise way; in particular, (S) is neutral on the
question of whether the simples in question are unextended point-sized objects or tiny extended objects.
2 (S)-style nihilism has been developed by, e.g., Rosen and Dorr (2002) and Sider (2013).
3 Universalism has been endorsed by, e.g., Lewis (1991), Heller (1990), Hudson (2001), and Van Cleve
(2008). This isn’t the only alternative to nihilism. There are also views that lie between the two extremes;
e.g., van Inwagen (1990) and Merricks (2001) hold that the only composite objects are animals, so that there
are cats but no tables, and common sense seems to say that there are tables and cats but no trout-turkeys
(see, e.g., Markosian (1998), Elder (2011), and Korman (2015) for views that are compatible with common
sense).
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there are table-like composite objects—i.e., composite objects that are composed of50

simples arranged tablewise. Moreover, some philosophers (e.g., Unger (1979), Heller51

(1990), and Van Cleve (2008)) think that while these composite objects exist, they52

don’t count as tables—i.e., they don’t satisfy the folk concept of a table. But whether53

these objects count as tables is, in the present context, irrelevant. I’m concerned here54

with the question of whether there are composite objects, not tables. Tables are just an55

example. So in order to sidestep this problem, let me just stipulate that when I use the56

word ‘table’ (or ‘cat’ or whatever), what I mean is composite object that’s composed57

of simples arranged tablewise (or catwise or whatever), so that on my usage, any58

table-like composite object counts as a table. And let me also stipulate that when I use59

the phrase ‘simples arranged tablewise’, I’m talking about multiple simples arranged60

tablewise, so that on my usage, a simple table-like object wouldn’t count as simples61

arranged tablewise (or as a table). Given all this, it may be that I’m using expressions62

like ‘table’ and ‘simples arranged tablewise’ with slightly non-standard meanings; but63

no harm will come of this, and it will simplify things considerably.64

One way to argue for the existence of composite objects (and, hence, against non-65

factualism) would be to endorse the view that composition is identity—or, for short, CI.66

If you held this view, you could maintain that if there are simples arranged tablewise,67

then there’s definitely a table because the simples just are a table. But CI is extremely68

implausible because it entails that a single object can be identical to many objects, and69

this seems incoherent; the thesis that identity is always a one-one relation and never70

a many-one relation seems to be an obvious truism, and given this, it seems that CI is71

false. If this is right, then it seems that if there are any composite objects, then they72

are extra objects, numerically distinct from the simples that compose them.73

I realize that this argument against CI is extremely quick, but unfortunately, I don’t74

have the space to provide a more detailed argument. If you like, you can think of me75

not as having argued that CI is false, but as taking it as a working assumption that CI76

is false. (It’s also important to note here that while CI is almost universally rejected77

by those who work in the area (see, e.g., van Inwagen (1990), Markosian (1998), Yi78

(1999), Merricks (2001), Cameron (2007), McDaniel (2008), Turner (2013), and Sider79

(2013)), it does have some defenders, most notably, Baxter (1988) and Wallace (2011).)80

I’m going to argue that the debate about composite objects is factually empty by81

(a) arguing that the debate about tables is factually empty and then (b) generalizing to82

other kinds of composite objects. To get started, we need to define several terms:83

Tableism: There are simples arranged tablewise, and there are also tables, where84

the tables are extra objects, numerically distinct from the simples that compose85

them.86

Anti-tableism: There are no tables.87

Necessitarian tableism: Tableism is true, and the following sentence is (metaphys-88

ically4) necessary:89

4 In this paper, when I speak of things being necessary, unless I indicate otherwise, I will be speaking of
metaphysical necessity. I will also make free use of the possible-worlds analysis of modal claims; thus, e.g.,
in my lingo, to say that A is necessary is to say that A is true in all possible worlds. (I don’t think non-actual
worlds really exist—I think the possible-worlds apparatus is just a useful fiction—but I can’t defend this
stance here.)
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(if-TABLE) If there are simples arranged tablewise, then there’s a table that’s com-90

posed of those simples, and the table is an extra object, numerically91

distinct from the simples.92

Necessitarian anti-tableism: Anti-tableism is necessary.93

Necessitarianism (about the table debate, i.e., the debate about the existence of94

tables): One of the two necessitarian views just defined is true.95

Contingentism (about the table debate): Either tableism or anti-tableism is con-96

tingently true, and necessitarianism is false.597

Factualism (about the table debate): Either tableism or anti-tableism is true.98

My aim in the first part of this paper is to argue for non-factualism about the table99

debate—i.e., to argue that factualism is false. My argument proceeds as follows:100

(1) If factualism (about the table debate) is true, then either necessitarianism is true101

or contingentism is true. But102

(2) Necessitarianism is false. And103

(3) Contingentism is false. Therefore,104

(4) Factualism is not true.105

Premise (1) is trivial, and so my argument really just boils down to arguments against106

necessitarianism and contingentism. Roughly speaking, my claim is that there isn’t a107

fact of the matter here because there isn’t a necessary fact and there isn’t a contingent108

fact. I should say in advance, however, that I don’t have knockdown arguments against109

necessitarianism and contingentism; my goal is just to make these two views seem110

less plausible than the non-factualist alternative. (I should also note that when I say111

in premise (2) that necessitarianism is false, this does not entail that necessitarian112

non-factualism is false. I’m using ‘necessitarianism’ here to denote the disjunction of113

necessitarian tableism and necessitarian anti-tableism; so premise (2) entails only that114

those two views are false.)115

I argue for premise (2) in Sects. 2 and 3, and I argue for premise (3) in Sect. 4. In116

Sect. 5, I respond to the worry that while my conclusion forces me to reject the law of117

excluded middle, I continue to use that law in my own reasoning. In Sect. 6, I point out118

that the argument about tables can be run in connection with other kinds of composite119

objects so that we’re led to non-factualism about the composition debate. In Sect. 7, I120

argue that if we drop the assumption that (S) is true, then we’re led to an even more121

radical non-factualist conclusion, namely, that there’s no fact of the matter whether122

there are any physical objects at all. And finally, in Sect. 8, I say a few words to make123

my view seem a bit less radical, or a bit less crazy, than it might otherwise seem.124

2 Is the composition question trivial?125

My argument for premise (2), i.e., for the falsity of necessitarianism, proceeds as126

follows:127

5 Most people engaged in the composition debate are necessitarians, but Cameron (2007), Miller (2010),
and Parsons (2013) are contingentists (about composition, not just tables).
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(2a) If factualism is true, then the question of whether there are any tables is a sub-128

stantive ontological question (i.e., there’s a substantive, factual question about129

whether tables actually exist, where these would be extra objects, numerically130

distinct from the simples that compose them).131

(2b) If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological ques-132

tion, then necessitarianism is false. Therefore,133

(2c) If factualism is true, then necessitarianism is false. But it’s obvious that134

(2d) If factualism isn’t true, then necessitarianism is false. Therefore,135

(2) Necessitarianism is false.136

The two inferences in this argument are valid, and (2d) is trivial, so I just need to argue137

for (2a) and (2b). Now, the really controversial premise here is (2b); I’ll argue for that138

premise in Sect. 3, but before I do that, I want to say a few words about (2a).139

Premise (2a) might seem obvious. If factualism is true—if there’s a fact of the140

matter about whether there are tables—then it might seem obvious that the question is141

an ontological one. But, in fact, we can reject (2a) by endorsing trivialism; this is the142

view that the question of whether there are any tables isn’t a substantive ontological143

question because it can be answered solely on the basis of semantic facts (i.e., facts144

about what certain kinds of sentences mean) and uncontroversial empirical facts. Views145

in this general ballpark have been endorsed by, e.g., Carnap (1950), Putnam (1994),146

Sidelle (2002), Hirsch (2002), Thomasson (2007), and Rayo (2013).6147

In order to motivate (2a), I would need to argue that trivialism is false. I think this148

can be done, but from the point of view of anti-metaphysicalism, it wouldn’t matter if149

I were wrong about this. For if (2a) were false and trivialism were true, that would just150

lead us to a different kind of anti-metaphysicalism; in particular, it would lead us to151

the view that there’s no substantive ontological debate to be had about the existence of152

tables.7 Now, this is different from the non-factualist view that I’m trying to motivate153

in this paper, but it’s still an anti-metaphysical view; thus, since my ultimate goal is154

to motivate anti-metaphysicalism, and since this paper is already rather long, I’m just155

going to take it as a working assumption that trivialist views are false—and, hence,156

that (2a) is true. If you like, you can think of this paper as arguing for the disjunction157

of trivialism and my version of non-factualism, but again, I think my arguments can158

6 The views of Carnap, Putnam, Sidelle, and Rayo are all a bit different from the trivialist view defined in
the text. Rayo would want to replace talk of the meanings of sentences with talk of the‘just is’-statements
that we should accept; in particular, on Rayo’s view, the crucial ‘just-is’-statement (the one that, together
with uncontroversial empirical truths, settles the table question) is this: For there to be a table just is for there
to be some things arranged tablewise. Carnap, Putnam, and Sidelle, on the other hand, seem to endorse the
view that (a) if the table question had a correct answer, then it would be settled by semantic facts (together
with uncontroversial empirical facts), but (b) the table question doesn’t have a correct answer because the
facts about ordinary English don’t succeed in settling the matter.
7 Actually, Rayo’s version of trivialism—and this may be true of the views of some of the other trivialists
mentioned in the text as well—isn’t so happily classified as a version of anti-metaphysicalism; for Rayo’s
view is compatible with there being a substantive ontological question about whether there are table-like
composite objects (it’s just that on his view, the existence of such things isn’t needed for the truth of the
ordinary sentence ‘There are tables’). But for this very reason, Rayo’s sort of trivialism isn’t a threat to
my argument. For as I pointed out above, I’m using ‘table’ in this paper to mean composite object that’s
composed of simples arranged tablewise.
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be supplemented with reasons for rejecting trivialism and, hence, for endorsing my159

version of non-factualism.160

In assuming that trivialism is false, one thing I’ll be assuming—probably the main161

thing—is that sentences like ‘If there are simples arranged tablewise, then there are162

tables’ are not analytic, i.e., not true in virtue of meaning. According to certain versions163

of trivialism—or trivialist tableism—sentences like this are analytic; or to put the point164

differently, according to views of this kind, ‘There are tables’ is already made true by165

the existence of simples arranged tablewise. I’m not claiming that any of the trivialists166

listed above endorse this version of the view; I’m just saying that in what follows,167

I’ll be assuming that this deflationary reading of ‘There are tables’ is false. More168

specifically, I’ll be assuming that in order for ‘There are tables’ to be true, it needs to169

be the case that (a) there are tables, and (b) these tables are extra objects, numerically170

distinct from the simples that compose them.171

Let me say one more thing about how my non-factualism differs from trivial-172

ism. Trivialist views usually involve the idea that the various theories about composite173

objects (e.g., universalism, nihilism, and so on) all provide acceptable ways of describ-174

ing reality, so that if there’s a fact of the matter about which of these theories is true,175

then it’s a fact about English—about which of the various theories captures the ordi-176

nary meanings of English sentences. In contrast with this, on my view, all of these177

theories (i.e., universalism, nihilism, and so on) involve outright mistakes about real-178

ity; they all say things about the world that just aren’t true. I’ll say more about this in179

Sect. 8.180

3 Against necessitarianism181

Given that I’m assuming (2a), I just need to argue for (2b). (2b) is equivalent to this:182

If the question of whether there are tables is a substantive ontological question,183

then necessitarian tableism and necessitarian anti-tableism are both false.184

I’ll argue for the first part of this claim (the part about necessitarian tableism) in185

Sect. 3.2; then in Sect. 3.3, I’ll argue very quickly that similar considerations can be186

used to motivate the second part (the part about necessitarian anti-tableism). But first187

I want to argue for a background point.188

3.1 The non-necessity of genuine existence claims189

It seems to me that no genuine existence claims—i.e., no sentences of the form190

‘(∃x)Fx’—are necessarily true. In other words, for any kind K of object, there are191

worlds without Ks. Now, for most kinds of objects, this is obvious, but of course,192

some people think there are certain kinds of objects (e.g., numbers and Gods) that193

exist necessarily. It seems to me, however, that necessitarian views of this kind are194

implausible, and in this section, I’ll say a few words against them. I’ll focus on the195

case of necessitarian platonism, and I’ll be fairly brief because this issue is an aside;196

it’s going to be helpful to have run through the idea behind the argument against197

necessitarian platonism, but in the end, I don’t need this result.198
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Let’s define platonism as the view that there are abstract objects like numbers and199

necessitarian platonism as the view that such objects exist in all possible worlds.200

Given this, my argument against necessitarian platonism is based on the following201

two premises:202

(I) Necessitarian platonists need to argue that there aren’t any worlds without abstract203

objects—i.e., that there aren’t any worlds where nominalism is true.204

(II) Necessitarian platonists don’t have any good argument for this claim.205

My argument for (I) is based on the claim that nominalism seems easily conceivable206

to us. In other words, prima facie, it seems easy to imagine worlds where there are no207

abstract objects—where, say, there’s just a pile of physical stuff. Now, of course, just208

because something seems conceivable doesn’t mean it’s genuinely possible (indeed,209

it doesn’t even mean it’s genuinely conceivable); but it seems fair to say that if some-210

thing seems easily conceivable to us, then this gives us at least a defeasible prima211

facie reason to think it’s possible. Thus, since nominalism seems easily conceivable,212

it seems to me that we couldn’t rationally endorse necessitarian platonism—couldn’t213

rationally claim that nominalism isn’t genuinely possible—unless we had some argu-214

ment for this. If platonists have no reason to think that nominalism isn’t genuinely215

possible, then it would just be irrational to endorse necessitarian platonism. And this216

is why necessitarian platonists need to provide some way of motivating the alleged217

impossibility of nominalism.218

Let’s move on now to thesis (II), i.e., to the claim that platonists have no good219

argument for the alleged impossibility of nominalism. To fully justify this claim, I220

would need to run through all of the arguments for necessitarian platonism and explain221

what’s wrong with them. I obviously can’t discuss all of these arguments here, but I222

would like to discuss three of them. I’ll start with the following:223

Argument 1: It seems obvious that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is necessarily true—we can’t224

conceive of this not being true. But if ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is true in all worlds, then the225

number 2 exists in all worlds, because ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is a straightforward claim226

about the number 2—so it couldn’t be true if the number 2 didn’t exist.227

We can see what’s wrong with this argument by focusing on the following anti-platonist228

view:229

Error-Theoretic Mathematical Fictionalism (ETMF): (a) The platonist semantics230

for mathematics is correct—that is, our mathematical sentences and theories are231

about (or at least purport to be about) abstract objects; but (b) there are no such232

things as abstract objects; and so (c) our mathematical sentences and theories233

are not true. (This view has been developed by, e.g., Field (1989), me (1998),234

and Leng (2010).)235

As soon as we focus on ETMF, it becomes clear what’s wrong with argument 1—it236

begins with the claim that we can’t conceive of ‘2 + 2 = 4’ not being true, but in fact,237

ETMF gives us a perfectly good way of conceiving of this. If there are no such things238

as abstract objects, and if (as platonists themselves insist) ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is a claim about239

abstract objects, then that sentence just isn’t true; it isn’t true in this scenario for the240

same reason that ‘Santa Claus is jolly’ isn’t true—because it’s a claim about things241
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that don’t exist. So we very well can conceive of ‘2 + 2 = 4’ not being true. It might242

sometimes seem that we can’t, but as ETMF-ists point out, this is just because we243

sometimes overlook the possibility of there being no such things as abstract objects—244

and, hence, no such things as numbers. (This also explains away the intuition we have245

that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is necessary; if we unwittingly assume that 2 and 4 exist, then the246

truth of ‘2 + 2 = 4’ seems inescapable; but as soon as we think of the possibility of 2247

and 4 not existing, we see how ‘2 + 2 = 4’ could fail to be true.)248

Here’s another way to appreciate the problem with argument 1. Given the platon-249

ist semantics, we should say that whether ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is true depends on whether250

abstract objects (in particular, numbers) exist. Likewise, given the platonist seman-251

tics, we should say that whether ‘2+2 = 4’ is necessary depends on whether numbers252

exist necessarily—because if there are any nominalistic worlds (and if the platonist253

semantics is right), then ‘2 + 2 = 4’ isn’t true in those worlds. Thus, since neces-254

sitarian platonists obviously accept the platonist semantics, they cannot legitimately255

argue for their view by starting with the claim that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is necessary. For,256

again, by their own lights (i.e., by the lights of the platonist semantic theory), whether257

‘2 + 2 = 4’ is necessary depends on whether numbers exist in all worlds—i.e., on258

whether necessitarian platonism is true.259

The suggestion that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ isn’t necessary might raise a red flag. In particular,260

one might object that part of what defines metaphysical necessity is that it’s the sort261

of necessity that applies to mathematics. There are two different views that one might262

have in mind here. One of them can be characterized as follows:263

The strong view: A sentence is metaphysically necessary iff (a) it’s true, and264

(b) it’s a logical truth, or an analytic truth, or a mathematical sentence, or what265

might be called a Kripkean sentence (e.g., ‘Water is H2O,’ ‘Ali is Clay,’ ‘Ali266

is human,’ etc.), or a metaphysical principle (e.g., mereological universalism),267

or…etc., etc., etc. So on this view, which kinds of truths count as metaphysically268

necessary is a matter of convention, and it’s true by definition that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is269

metaphysically necessary. (Views like this have been endorsed by Sider (2003,270

2011) and Cameron (2009).)271

This is a pretty radical form of deflationism about modality. If this view is right, then272

necessity is wildly different from what we thought it was; indeed, it’s very similar to273

shmecessity, where a sentence is shmecessary iff it’s a truth about Paris or my nose.274

I don’t think this view is tenable, but I can’t argue against it here. I’m just going to275

assume that necessity is at least roughly like what we pretheoretically think it’s like. I276

don’t need to assume Lewisian modal realism, but I’ll assume that necessity is at least277

somewhat interesting and non-disjunctive and that it involves some sort of having to278

be true, where ‘has to be true’ means at least roughly what it seems to mean.279

But even if the strong view is false, there’s another view that entails that it’s true280

by definition that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is metaphysically necessary, namely, the following:281

The weak view: Metaphysical necessity is a genuine kind of necessity, or having282

to be true, but there are many kinds of necessity, and one of the defining traits283

of metaphysical necessity is that it’s the kind of necessity that applies to math-284

ematical truths like ‘2 + 2 = 4.’ So it’s true by definition that ‘2 + 2 = 4’ is285
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metaphysically necessary. If you give this up, then you’re not talking about meta-286

physical necessity; you’re talking about something else. (I think Schaffer (2010)287

and Kment (2014) might endorse this view; they both define metaphysical neces-288

sity in terms of metaphysical laws; perhaps they would lump the mathematical289

laws in with them.)290

My response to this is similar to the response that Rosen (2006) gives to views like291

this. We can define ‘metaphysically necessary’ like this if we want to, but then we’ll292

be giving up the view that metaphysical necessity is absolute necessity, i.e., that it’s293

truth in all possible worlds. The laws of physics are nomologically necessary by294

definition, and because of this, nomological necessity isn’t absolute necessity—the295

nomological necessities are the sentences that are true in a restricted set of worlds296

(namely, the worlds where the laws of nature are true). Likewise, if mathematical297

truths are metaphysically necessary by definition, then it would seem to follow that298

metaphysical necessity isn’t absolute necessity; the metaphysical necessities would be299

the sentences that are true in the worlds where the laws of mathematics (and, I suppose,300

metaphysics) are true. If we want metaphysical necessity to be absolute necessity—301

i.e., truth in all possible worlds—then we can’t stipulate in advance that mathematics302

is metaphysically necessary. On the contrary, we have to say that mathematics is303

metaphysically necessary only if it’s true in all possible worlds. In the end, it doesn’t304

matter how we define ‘metaphysical necessity’. In this paper, I’m stipulating that305

it means absolute necessity, but this is irrelevant. What matters is this: (a) the sort306

of necessity that I’m concerned with here is absolute necessity (whether we call it307

“metaphysical necessity” or not), and (b) it’s not true by definition that mathematics308

is absolutely necessary.309

Let’s move on now to a second argument for necessitarian platonism:310

Argument 2: (2i) For any possible world w, there’s a sentence of the form ‘There311

are n donkeys’ that’s true at w. Therefore, (2ii) for any world w, there’s a sentence312

of the form ‘The number of donkeys is n’ that’s true at w. Therefore, (2iii) for313

any world w, there’s a sentence of the form ‘The number n exists’ that’s true at314

w.315

The problem with this argument is that (2i) doesn’t entail (2ii). Let me argue for this316

by arguing for the more specific claim that317

(*) There are (exactly) 2 donkeys318

doesn’t entail319

(**) The number of donkeys is 2.320

The first point to note here is that (*) can be true even if there are no such things as321

numbers—because we can read (*) as saying this:322

(∃x)(∃y)(DONKEYx & DONKEYy & x ̸= y & (∀z)(DONKEYz → (z=x V z=y))).323

The reason (*) can be true even if there are no numbers is that the expression ‘2’324

appears in (*) as an adjective (or as part of a quantifier, or something like that). But325

(**) is very different; ‘2’ appears in that sentence as a singular term; in particular, the326
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logical form of (**) seems to be something like this: “n(the donkeys) = 2”. So (**) is327

(or at least purports to be) about the number 2. So unlike (*), (**) can be true only if328

the number 2 exists. So if there are two donkeys and no numbers, then (*) is true and329

(**) isn’t. So (*) doesn’t entail (**). And for an exactly analogous reason, (2i) doesn’t330

entail (2ii).8331

Now, one might respond here by saying that there couldn’t be two donkeys and no332

numbers—because numbers exist necessarily. But whether numbers exist necessarily333

is precisely what’s at issue here. Necessitarian platonists can’t just assert that there are334

no numberless worlds in the middle of an argument for necessitarian platonism. So335

argument 2 doesn’t work—it doesn’t give us any good reason to believe necessitarian336

platonism.337

Let me say two more things about (*) and (**) before moving on. First, my point338

here isn’t just that (*) doesn’t strictly entail (**); it’s that (*) doesn’t give us any339

good reason at all to believe (**). This is because (*) and (**) are about completely340

different kinds of things—(*) is about donkeys, and (**) is (at least partially) about341

a number. So there just isn’t a good inference here at all. Second, you might think342

that my analysis of (*) is wrong and that that sentence already involves a reference343

to the number 2. But in the present context, this wouldn’t matter. For if (*) already344

involves a reference to the number 2, then argument 2 fails for the same reason that345

argument 1 fails—because you can’t start an argument for necessitarian platonism by346

just asserting without argument that sentences about abstract objects (in particular,347

numbers) are true in all possible worlds.348

Finally, I want to consider a strategy that one might use to come up with an argument349

for necessitarian platonism. The strategy can be put like this:350

Argument 3: We can construct an argument for necessitarian platonism out of351

our arguments for ordinary platonism. For if these arguments show that abstract352

objects exist in the actual world, and if they don’t rely on any specific claims353

about the actual world, then they show that abstract objects exist in all worlds.354

In order to respond to this in full, I would need to run through every argument for355

platonism, and I obviously can’t do that here. But it seems to me that there’s one argu-356

ment for platonism that stands out as the best argument, and I’d like to say why I think357

the above reasoning doesn’t work in connection with that argument. The argument I358

have in mind is based on the following three premises:359

(3i) Ordinary mathematical sentences like ‘3 is prime’ are true.360

(3ii) If sentences like ‘3 is prime’ are true, then numbers (e.g., the number 3) exist.361

(3iii) If numbers exist, then platonism is true.362

I think there are good arguments for (3ii) and (3iii) but not for (3i). In order to argue363

for (3i), we would need to argue against ETMF—i.e., the Fieldian view that sentences364

like ‘3 is prime’ are not true. A few arguments have been suggested here, but the365

only one that seems really promising is the Quine-Putnam indispensability argument.366

8 Trivialist platonists like Rayo (2013) would claim that (*) does entail (**) because these sentences say the
same thing. But I’m ignoring trivialist platonism here for reasons that are analogous to the reasons (given
in Sect. 2) for which I’m ignoring trivialist tableism.
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Now, I don’t think that argument succeeds, but in the present context, it doesn’t matter.367

For the Quine-Putnam argument is based on specific claims about the actual world; in368

particular, it’s based on the claim that mathematics is indispensable to our best theories369

of physical reality. So even if this argument succeeds, it doesn’t establish necessitarian370

platonism.371

(You might also try to motivate (3i) by claiming that it has Moorean status. But I372

don’t think it’s reasonable to dismiss anti-platonist views like ETMF in the way that373

Moore dismisses external-world skepticism. We have to remember that philosophical374

puzzles like the present one are generated by inconsistencies between things that seem375

obvious—e.g., in the present case, between (3i), (3ii), (3iii), and anti-platonism. To376

solve these puzzles, we have to reject things that seem obvious; in particular, we377

have to figure out which apparently obvious claims to reject. And I don’t think we378

can make any progress in situations like this by claiming that the apparently obvious379

things that our opponents reject have Moorean status. Because everyone in the debate380

can accuse their opponents of rejecting things that seem obvious; e.g., ETMF-ists can381

accuse platonists of rejecting the apparently obvious claim that there’s no platonic382

heaven—i.e., that there are no non-physical, non-mental, non-spatiotemporal objects.383

The question we should be asking is not which of the apparently obvious claims have384

“Moorean status” (whatever that means), but which of them can be supported by good385

arguments.)386

Let me end by responding to a worry you might have about the argument of this387

section. The worry can be put like this:388

Your argument is based on the claim that nominalism seems prima facie possible.389

But we shouldn’t trust this prima facie seeming because (a) platonism also seems390

prima facie possible, and (b) these two prima facie seemings can’t both be true,391

because (c) platonism and nominalism are the kinds of theses that are necessary392

if they’re true.393

My response to this is that part of my point in this section has been that we should394

reject claim (c). In arguing against necessitarian platonism, I didn’t mean to be arguing395

against contingentist platonism as well; I meant to leave that view open as a live option.396

In essence, what I take the argument of this section to suggest is that if we’re going397

to endorse platonism, we should endorse contingentist platonism (I’ve argued for398

this claim before (1998), and so have Field (1989) and Rosen (2006)). Moreover,399

I think it can be argued (and, indeed, it has been argued—see, e.g., Field (1989),400

Hellman (1989), and my (1998)) that the same thing is true of nominalism, i.e., that401

contingentist nominalism is superior to necessitarian nominalism. So, again, I think402

that claim (c) is false, and so I think that the two prima facie seemings mentioned403

in the above objection—about platonism and nominalism both being possible—are404

perfectly compatible.9405

9 It’s important to note that I haven’t claimed here that platonism and nominalism are possible. I’ve argued
elsewhere (1998) for a non-factualist view of the abstract-object debate, i.e., for the claim that there’s no
fact of the matter whether abstract objects exist. If this is true, then I think it’s necessarily true, and it follows
from this that neither platonism nor nominalism is genuinely possible. But this is perfectly consistent with
what I’ve said here; all I’ve said is that platonists have no way of arguing that nominalism isn’t genuinely
possible. In contrast, I think that non-factualists do have a way of arguing for this claim.
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I don’t want to pretend that the brief remarks in this section refute necessitarian406

platonism. But since this whole discussion is an aside—since I don’t really need the407

falsity of necessitarian platonism—I won’t push the point any further. I’d like to point408

out, though, that the argument I’ve run here about abstract objects is an instance of an409

argument strategy that can be applied to all kinds of objects. Now, of course, I haven’t410

shown that all of these arguments are good arguments, but if we could do that, we411

would have reason to think that no genuine existence claims are necessary.10
412

3.2 Against necessitarian tableism413

Even if no existence claims are necessary, it doesn’t follow that necessitarian tableism414

is false, because that view doesn’t say that any existence claims are necessary. But it415

does say that a certain conditional existence claim is necessary. In particular, it says416

that the following is necessary:417

(if-TABLE) If there are simples arranged tablewise, then there’s a table that’s com-418

posed of those simples, and the table is an extra object, numerically419

distinct from the simples.420

Given this, I want to undermine necessitarian tableism with the following argument:421

(A) If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological ques-422

tion, then tableists don’t have any way of motivating the alleged necessity of423

(if-TABLE).424

(B) If tableists don’t have any way of motivating the alleged necessity of (if-TABLE),425

then necessitarian tableism is mysterious, unmotivated, and implausible. There-426

fore,427

(C) If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological question,428

then necessitarian tableism is mysterious, unmotivated, and implausible.429

This argument is valid, so I just need to argue for (A) and (B). I will start with (B).430

3.2.1 The argument for (B)431

If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological question,432

then prima facie, it seems that there should be two different possibilities here; in other433

words, it seems that the relevant objects (i.e., tables) could either exist or not exist. In434

particular, it seems at least possible that they don’t exist. More precisely, as long as435

we assume that the question of whether there are tables is a substantive ontological436

question—a question about whether there really exist composite objects of a certain437

kind that exist over and above the simples that compose them—it seems easy for us438

to conceive of nihilistic worlds in which there are simples arranged tablewise but no439

10 It’s worth noting that my argument strategy works even in cases where necessary existence is built into
the definition of the given kind of object. For instance, if it’s built into the definition of ‘God’ that She exists
necessarily, then if we applied my argument strategy to the case of God, then what it would show (if it was
cogent) is that God is impossible. Even if there was an omnipotent, omniscient creator of the universe, there
wouldn’t be a God because no creator exists necessarily. (Analogy: If a nonkey is a necessarily existing
donkey, then nonkeys are not just non-existent but impossible.)
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composite objects and, hence, no tables. Given this, it seems fair to say that the falsity440

of (if-TABLE) seems easily conceivable to us. Now, of course, it doesn’t follow from441

this that the falsity of (if-TABLE) is genuinely possible; indeed, it doesn’t even follow442

that it’s genuinely conceivable. But given that the falsity of (if-TABLE) seems easily443

conceivable to us, we have at least a defeasible prima facie reason to think that it’s444

possible. And given this, it seems that necessitarian tableists need to provide some way445

of motivating the idea that it’s not possible. If we have no reason to think that the falsity446

of (if-TABLE) isn’t genuinely possible, then it would simply be irrational to endorse447

necessitarian tableism. The view would be not just unmotivated, but mysterious and448

implausible. And so it seems to me that premise (B) is true.449

You might think that even if necessitarian tableists can’t argue that (if-TABLE) is450

necessary, if we couldn’t argue that it’s not necessary, then we’d be in a stalemate. But451

I just gave an argument for thinking that we wouldn’t be in a stalemate; the argument452

is based on the idea that if a proposition P seems easily conceivable to us, then that453

gives us a defeasible prima facie reason to think that P is possible. Moreover, I think454

we can construct a second argument here (and a second argument for (B)) based on455

the idea that (in certain situations) the seeming non-contradictoriness of P brings with456

it a defeasible prima facie reason to think that P is possible. I won’t fill in this second457

argument here, but see Rosen (2006).11
458

3.2.2 The argument for (A)459

I turn now to premise (A)—i.e., the claim that if the question of whether there are any460

tables is a substantive ontological question, then tableists have no way of motivating461

the alleged necessity of (if-TABLE). Now, as I pointed out above, (if-TABLE) is not462

an existence claim; it’s a conditional existence claim. And I want to start by pointing463

out that there are lots of conditional existence claims that are necessary. Consider, e.g.,464

the following two sentences:465

(if-Bachelor) If there’s a bachelor, then there’s an unmarried thing.466

(if-Water) If there’s a sample of water, then there’s a sample of H2O.467

It’s pretty obvious that these two sentences are necessary, and it’s equally obvious468

that we know how to argue for this. For instance, we can argue that (if-Bachelor) is469

necessary by pointing out that its antecedent has an existential commitment and that470

the thing that needs to exist to make the antecedent true (namely, a bachelor) is already471

itself a thing of the kind that needs to exist to make the consequent true. This is because472

the concept bachelor already contains the concept unmarried, and so anything that’s473

a bachelor is ipso facto unmarried. Similar points can be made about (if-Water): it’s474

necessary because its antecedent has an existential commitment, and the thing that475

needs to exist to make the antecedent true is already itself an object of the kind that476

needs to exist to make the consequent true. This is because water just is H2O (because477

11 Rosen claims that if P doesn’t lead to contradiction—even when it’s combined with all the truths about
the natures of things—then P is possible. I more or less agree with this, but I would replace ‘truths about
the natures of things’ with ‘truths about the rigid designators of English’ (and if there can be imprecise
propositions, then I would also want to limit this to cases where P isn’t so imprecise that there’s no fact of
the matter whether it’s true).
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we use ‘water’ as a rigid designator of H2O), and so anything that’s a sample of water478

is ipso facto a sample of H2O.479

But tableists can’t argue for the necessity of (if-TABLE) in anything like this way.480

Here’s an initial argument for this claim:481

The thing that needs to exist to make the consequent of (if-TABLE) true (viz., the482

table) couldn’t be identical to the objects that need to exist to make the antecedent483

true (i.e., the simples) because composition isn’t identity. And, of course, the484

table couldn’t be identical to any one of the simples either.485

Tableists might respond to this by claiming that the antecedent of (if-TABLE)—i.e.,486

the sentence ‘There are simples arranged tablewise’—commits to the existence of487

more than just simples. They might say that it already commits to the existence of a488

table. But unless they can argue for this claim, this would be unhelpful and question-489

begging. I’m asking here for an argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE). Tableists490

can’t meet this challenge by just asserting that the antecedent of that sentence entails491

the consequent.492

So tableists can’t argue for the necessity of (if-TABLE) in anything like the way493

we argue for the necessity of (if-Bachelor) and (if-Water). How else might they do494

this? Well, they might try to argue that the necessity of (if-TABLE) follows from the495

following view:496

The nothing-over-and-above view: There’s no more to the existence of a table497

than there is to the existence of simples arranged tablewise. In other words, the498

table is nothing over and above the corresponding simples.499

People who believe in composite objects often say things like this, but it’s hard to see500

how this view could be right. In particular, it’s hard to see how tableists could endorse501

this view without collapsing into either (a) the view that composition is identity, or (b)502

the trivialist view that (if-TABLE) is analytic (or something like analytic). But we’re503

presently assuming that both of these views are false, and as I pointed out above, once504

we reject these two views, it seems that tableists are committed to the idea that when505

simples compose a table, the table is an extra object, numerically distinct from the506

simples. But given this, tableists can’t say that the table is nothing over and above the507

simples. If composition were identity, or if (if-TABLE) were analytic, then they could508

say this; but given the falsity of these two views, and given that tableists are committed509

to saying that the table is an extra object, numerically distinct from the simples, they510

can’t say that the table is nothing over and above the simples.511

Also, it’s hard to see how tableists can endorse the nothing-over-and-above view512

and still maintain that there’s a substantive ontological question about whether tables513

really exist. In order for there to be a substantive question here, there has to be more514

to the existence of the table than there is to the existence of the simples. Again, the515

table has to be an extra object, over and above the simples. But if so, then it can’t be516

that the table is nothing over and above the simples.517

You might claim that the reason the table is nothing over and above the simples—518

and, more importantly, the reason (if-TABLE) is necessary—is that composition is very519
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similar to identity.12 But how is this supposed to motivate the claim that (if-TABLE)520

is necessary? I have no doubt that composition is similar to identity in various ways,521

but given that it’s also different—that it’s not literal identity—it’s not clear how this522

is supposed to help. The whole reason that we can move from identity to necessity in523

cases like (if-Bachelor) is that the one object (e.g., the bachelor) is the very same thing524

as the other object (the unmarried thing). But with composition, this isn’t true. The525

table is an extra object. And given this, it’s hard to see how the fact that composition526

is similar to identity can be used to motivate the claim that (if-TABLE) is necessary.527

Another suggestion (or pair of suggestions) that one might make here is that we528

can argue for the necessity (if-TABLE) by endorsing one of the following two claims:529

(G) Whenever there are simples arranged tablewise, they compose a table, and in530

fact, the existence of the table is grounded in the existence of the simples.13
531

(L) It’s a law of metaphysics that whenever there are simples arranged tablewise,532

there’s also a table (or perhaps better, this follows from a more general law about533

when composition occurs).534

Let me begin with (L). The first point I want to make here is that, by itself, (L) doesn’t535

entail that (if-TABLE) is necessary. To get to that conclusion, necessitarian tableists536

would need to supplement (L) with the following:537

Necessity-of-the-metaphysical-laws: The laws of metaphysics are necessary—538

i.e., they’re true in all possible worlds.539

But as far as I know, no one has ever even tried to argue for this. Wilsch (2015)540

discusses this issue, but he doesn’t argue the point. And Kment (2014), who also541

endorses a metaphysical-law sort of view, defines metaphysical necessity in terms of542

the metaphysical laws and clearly thinks that there are worlds where the metaphysical543

laws don’t hold. So as far as I can see, there is nothing in the literature that gives us an544

(L)-based argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE), and I don’t see how to construct545

a cogent argument of this kind.546

I suppose you might think that necessity-of-the-metaphysical-laws is trivial, or true547

by definition. In other words, you might claim that it’s built into the definition of548

‘metaphysical law’ that a sentence counts as a metaphysical law only if it’s true in549

all possible worlds—i.e., only if it’s metaphysically necessary. I have no objection550

to defining ‘metaphysical law’ in this way, but if we do, then necessitarian tableists551

can’t just assume that (L) is true—they need to argue that (L) is true. To do this, one552

thing they would need to argue (presumably not the only thing) is that (if-TABLE) is553

necessary. Thus, it doesn’t seem that necessitarian tableists have helped their cause by554

appealing to (L). They needed to argue that (if-TABLE) is necessary; the suggestion555

was made that they can do this by taking (L) as a premise; but on the present suggestion556

about what ‘metaphysical law’ means, in order to argue for (L), they would need to557

argue that (if-TABLE) is necessary; and so no progress has been made. (You might558

think that it’s at least epistemically possible that someone could come up with a good559

argument for (L) that didn’t involve an argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE)—560

12 For views of this kind, see Armstrong (1978), Lewis (1991), and Sider (2007).
13 This sort of view is defended by Cameron (2014).
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even if necessity was built into the definition of ‘metaphysical law’. But I have no idea561

how one might construct such an argument, and I don’t think there are any arguments of562

this kind in the literature, and so the point remains that we just don’t have an (L)-based563

argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE).)564

Let’s move on now to (G). Once again, the first point to note here is that if necessi-565

tarian tableists want to argue from (G) to the claim that (if-TABLE) is necessary, then566

they’re going to have to supplement (G) with the following thesis:567

Necessity-of-grounding: If p and q are (true) propositions and [p] and [q] are the568

corresponding facts, then if [p] grounds [q], then p entails q (i.e., necessarily, if569

p then q).570

This principle is widely assumed by people who work on grounding (see, e.g., Rosen571

(2010), Fine (2012), Audi (2012), and Dasgupta (2014)), but there aren’t many572

arguments for it, and what’s more, there are a few arguments against it—see, e.g.,573

Dancy (2004), Leuenberger (2013), and Skiles (2015). Nonetheless, in contrast with574

necessity-of-the-metaphysical-laws, there are at least some arguments in the literature575

for necessity-of-grounding—see, e.g., Trogdon (2013) and deRosset (2010). If any of576

these arguments are sound, and if we can construct a sound argument for (G), then577

we’ll have an argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE). Thus, it might seem that I578

need to determine whether any of the arguments for necessity-of-grounding are sound.579

It seems to me, however, that the question of whether necessity-of-grounding is580

true is (in the present context) a red herring. To see why, notice first that there are581

presumably multiple notions that are at least “grounding-like” that one might have582

in mind when talking about grounding. In particular, it seems plausible that there are583

(a) grounding-like notions that imply necessitation (i.e., that imply that if [p] stands584

to [q] in the relevant grounding-like relation, then p entails q) and (b) grounding-like585

notions that don’t imply necessitation. Let’s call the former type-N grounding-like586

notions. Now, in order to determine whether necessity-of-grounding is true, we need to587

determine which of the various grounding-like notions are genuine kinds of grounding;588

in particular, we need to determine whether every grounding-like notion that counts589

as a genuine kind of grounding is a type-N notion of grounding. But in the present590

context, this is completely irrelevant. All that matters here is the following question:591

Which of the various grounding-like relations, if any, are actually at work in connection592

with the composition of tables? Or more precisely, since what we’re concerned with593

here is whether (if-TABLE) is necessary, what matters is whether there’s a type-N594

grounding-like relation that’s at work in connection with tables. In other words, the595

question is whether the following thesis is true:596

(GN) Whenever there are simples arranged tablewise, they compose a table, and the597

existence of the simples stands in a grounding-like relation to the existence of598

the table, and this grounding-like relation is a type-N grounding-like relation.599

If necessitarian tableists can motivate (GN ), then they’ll have an argument for the600

necessity of (if-TABLE). And to make things as easy as possible for necessitarian601

tableists, let’s assume for the sake of argument that the following is true:602
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(G′) Whenever there are simples arranged tablewise, they compose a table, and the603

existence of the simples stands in a grounding-like relation to the existence604

of the table.605

To get from (G′) to (GN), what do necessitarian tableists need to argue? They need to606

argue for exactly what they’ve needed to argue for all along—namely, that (if-TABLE)607

is necessary. And they can’t make any progress here by appealing to the intuition that608

many people have that the existence of tables is grounded in the existence of the simples609

that compose them. For this intuition doesn’t take us all the way to (GN). We don’t have610

an intuition that the grounding-like relation that’s at work in composition is a type-N611

grounding-like relation. So if necessitarian tableists want to claim that this relation is612

type-N, they need to argue for this claim. And to do this, what they need to argue is that613

there just aren’t any nihilistic worlds where there are simples arranged tablewise but614

no composite objects. But this is just to say that they need to argue that (if-TABLE) is615

necessary—which, again, is precisely what they’ve needed to do all along. Moreover,616

if we look at the actual literature, there just isn’t an argument there for the claim that617

the grounding-like relation that’s at work in composition is a necessitating kind of618

grounding. So I don’t see how necessitarian tableists can make any progress, in their619

hunt for an argument for the necessity of (if-TABLE), by appealing to the idea that620

the existence of tables is grounded in the existence of the corresponding simples.621

You might respond here that we should forget about these so-called “grounding-like622

relations” and focus on real grounding—and, likewise, we should forget about (GN)623

and (G′) and focus on (G) itself. But this wouldn’t change anything important about624

the present dialectic. To see why, remember that if we focus on (G), then necessitarian625

tableists will need to argue for necessity-of-grounding. Now, it’s not clear that they626

could produce a good argument for this claim, but if they could, then as a direct result627

of this, (G) would become much more controversial. We couldn’t just assume that (G)628

was true in this scenario; on the contrary, if we had a good argument for necessity-629

of-grounding, we would need to argue for (G). Moreover, as of right now, we don’t630

have an argument of the kind we would need. If it’s really true that grounding is631

necessitating, then we don’t have any reason at all to think that (G) is true, and this632

is precisely because we don’t have any reason to think that (if-TABLE) is necessary.633

So, again, the problem here is that we just don’t have a (G)-based argument for the634

necessity of (if-TABLE).635

You might think we have an intuition that (G) is true, but if necessity-of-grounding is636

true, then we don’t have a reliable intuition here. It may be intuitive to think that there’s637

some grounding-like relation present in the composition of tables, but if grounding is638

necessitating, then we don’t have good reason to think that real grounding is present639

here because we don’t have good reason to believe necessitarianism about composition.640

(There’s a general point to be made here. It’s dangerous to combine an intuition641

that some folk concept C applies in ordinary cases with a philosophical argument for642

thinking that the applicability of C requires the truth of controversial metaphysical643

thesis T. For if the argument is correct, that should undermine our confidence in the644

intuition. E.g., if conceptual analysis reveals that real free will requires indeterminism,645

then we should be worried about the truth of our intuition that we have free will.646

Likewise, if conceptual analysis reveals that real grounding is necessitating, then we647
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should be worried about the truth of our intuition that there’s grounding present in648

cases of composition.)649

At this point, necessitarian tableists might switch gears and argue as follows: “There650

are numerous arguments for the existence of composite objects like tables, and most651

of these arguments can be turned into arguments for the truth of (if-TABLE). Thus,652

if these arguments don’t rely on any claims about the nature of the actual world (and653

if they’re sound), then they give us reason to believe that (if-TABLE) is true in all654

possible worlds and, hence, that it’s necessary.”655

This is right. So I need to address the arguments of this kind from the literature on656

composite objects. Now, it might seem that there are a lot of arguments here that I need657

to address—because there are a lot of arguments in the literature for the existence of658

composite objects. But, in fact, all of the arguments for composite objects (or at any659

rate, all of the arguments that I know of) are, for one reason or another, not relevant660

in the present context. I will argue for this by running through the most prominent661

arguments for composite objects and explaining why I don’t need to address them in662

the present context.663

First, I don’t need to address arguments for trivialist versions of tableism—664

e.g., Hirsch’s (2002) charity-based argument and Thomasson’s (2007) application-665

conditions argument. For as I pointed out in Sect. 2, I’m assuming in this paper that666

trivialist views are false. Moreover, as we saw there, even if some version of trivialism667

were true, it wouldn’t undermine my overall goal of arguing for anti-metaphysicalism.668

So the arguments for trivialist tableism aren’t relevant in the present context.669

Second, I don’t (in the present context) need to address arguments for the existence670

of tables that assume that if a metaphysical principle like compositional universalism is671

true, then it’s necessarily true—e.g., the early Sider’s (1993) possible-gunk argument.672

Arguments like this are no help in the present context because the issue here is precisely673

whether metaphysical hypotheses are, if true, necessary.674

Third, I don’t need to address Lewis’s (1986) vagueness argument. That argument675

is often used to motivate compositional universalism, so you might think it’s an argu-676

ment for the existence of composite objects. But, in fact, the vagueness argument677

doesn’t give us any reason at all to believe in composite objects, and it only moti-678

vates universalism if we assume that nihilism and non-factualism are both false. What679

the vagueness argument really is is an argument against “some-but-not-all” views of680

composition—i.e., views that lie between nihilism and universalism. Thus, what this681

argument establishes, if it’s sound, is the disjunction of nihilism, universalism, and682

non-factualism. And if it doesn’t rely on any claims about the nature of the actual world,683

then it establishes the necessity of this disjunctive conclusion. But the necessity of this684

disjunction—i.e., the disjunction of nihilism, universalism, and non-factualism—is685

perfectly compatible with my argument. And so the argument from vagueness is not686

relevant in the present context.687

(The reason my argument is compatible with the necessity of this disjunction is that688

it’s compatible with necessity of non-factualism. Now, this might be surprising because689

one of the premises in my argument—namely, premise (2d)—says that if factualism690

isn’t true, then necessitarianism is false. This might have given readers the impression691

that I’m committed to the falsity of necessitarian non-factualism. But this isn’t right.692

The problem has to do with what the term ‘necessitarianism’ means in the context of693
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my argument. As I pointed out in Sect. 1, I’m using that term to denote the disjunction694

of necessitarian tableism and necessitarian anti-tableism. So necessitarianism is, by695

definition, a factualist view, and premise (2d) is an entirely trivial claim that’s perfectly696

compatible with the truth of necessitarian non-factualism. Indeed, necessitarian non-697

factualism is compatible with everything in my argument—including the claim that698

necessitarianism is false (because by that claim I just mean that necessitarian tableism699

and necessitarian anti-tableism are false). Therefore, since my argument is compatible700

with the necessity of non-factualism, it’s also compatible with the necessity of the701

disjunction of nihilism, universalism, and non-factualism. Thus, since the necessity702

of this disjunction is the most that the argument from vagueness could establish, it703

follows that even if that argument is sound, it’s no threat to my argument.)704

Fourth, I don’t (in the present context) need to address arguments that rely on705

claims about the nature of the actual world—e.g., arguments based on the idea that we706

have perceptual evidence for the existence of composite objects like tables (see, e.g.,707

Pryor (2000) and Hofweber (2016)) and arguments based on the claim that our best708

empirical theories make reference to composite objects. Since these arguments rely709

on claims about the nature of the actual world, they wouldn’t establish the necessity710

of (if-TABLE) even if they established its truth, and so they’re not relevant here. (Of711

course, these arguments are relevant to my thesis in a different way: if they’re cogent,712

then my thesis (that there’s no fact of the matter whether composite objects exist)713

is false. But this is just because they’re arguments for an incompatible claim, and I714

obviously can’t address all such arguments here. When I say that these arguments715

aren’t relevant in the present context, what I mean is that they’re not relevant to my716

positive claim that necessitarian tableists have no way of motivating the necessity of717

(it-TABLE). I admit that in order to fully establish my thesis, I would need to respond718

to the arguments from perception and empirical science; but I don’t need to do this in719

order to run the argument that I’m running in this paper.14)720

For the same reason, I don’t need to address the cogito (see, e.g., van Inwagen721

(1990) and Hudson (2001) for cogito-based arguments for composite objects). Now,722

of course, the cogito isn’t an argument for the existence of tables, so it’s also irrelevant723

(in the present subsection) for that reason; but insofar as I’m going to claim that my724

argument can be generalized from the case of tables to all composite objects, the cogito725

needs to be considered. But the cogito is obviously based on a specific claim about the726

actual world—namely, that I’m having experiences right now. So even if it’s cogent,727

it’s obviously just an argument for the claim that I actually exist; it can’t be generalized728

to establish a claim about other worlds. (You might think that it can be generalized729

to cover all worlds where there are simples are arranged me-wise. But this is related730

to what I think is wrong with the cogito: for all we know, it could be that simples731

arranged humanwise can have experiences, and given this, the cogito doesn’t give me732

a good reason to think that I exist. Similar points are made by Rosen and Dorr (2002)733

and Sider (2013).)734

Also, for the same reason, I don’t need to address the Moorean argument that we735

should believe in tables because it’s common sense that there are tables (see Kelly736

14 For whatever it’s worth, I think that Sider (2013) and Rosen and Dorr (2002) give convincing responses
to the arguments from perception and empirical science.
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(2008) for an argument like this) or the argument that we should believe in tables737

because we have an intuition that there are tables (see Markosian (1998) and Korman738

(2015) for arguments of this kind). These arguments seem to rely on assumptions739

about the nature of the actual world because the commonsense belief that there are740

tables, and the intuition that there are tables, seem to be based mostly in perceptual741

experience. If this is right, then even if these arguments give us good reason to believe742

that (if-TABLE) is true, they don’t give us good reason to believe that it’s necessary,743

and so they’re not relevant in the present context.744

Finally, I don’t need to address arguments for composite objects that are based745

on arguments for the existence of gunk. This is because (if-TABLE) is about non-746

gunky situations, in particular, situations where there are simples arranged tablewise.747

Now, in Sect. 7, I’m going to drop the assumption that the world is made up of tiny748

simples, so it might seem that even if I don’t need to address pro-gunk arguments749

in the present section, I eventually need to address them. But this isn’t true. When I750

drop the assumption of tiny simples, I’m going to argue that if there are any extended751

physical objects (in particular, if there’s an object made up of the entire universe), then752

there’s no fact of the matter whether they have proper parts. If pro-gunk arguments753

were going to be relevant to my argument, they would be relevant there. But all of the754

arguments I know of for the existence of gunk just assume that the world has proper755

parts. For instance, the arguments in Arntzenius (2008) are best read as arguments not756

for the existence of gunk, but against the existence of extensionless point parts; he just757

assumes that the world has proper parts, and he doesn’t really address the question758

of whether it has “chunky” parts (i.e., extended-simple parts). And to give a second759

example, the pro-gunk argument that Sider discusses in his (2013)—the argument760

based on the claim that physicists keep finding smaller and smaller particles—is really761

an argument against the existence of chunky parts.15 None of these arguments have762

any force against people who deny that the world has any proper parts at all.763

I don’t see any other promising strategies that necessitarian tableists might use to764

argue for the alleged necessity of (if-TABLE), so I’m inclined to think that premise765

(A) is true, and if we combine this with (B), we get an argument against necessitarian766

tableism.767

3.3 Against necessitarian anti-tableism768

I just argued against necessitarian tableism. I would now like to suggest that we can769

undermine necessitarian anti-tableism in an analogous way. In particular, we can do770

this by arguing for the following two claims:771

(i) If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological question,772

then anti-tableists have no way of arguing that there aren’t any worlds containing773

tables.774

15 There’s a similar argument in Schaffer (2003), but it’s not an argument for gunk either; it is, rather, an
attack on the idea that there’s a good argument for mereological simples.
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(ii) If anti-tableists have no way of arguing that there aren’t any worlds containing775

tables, then necessitarian anti-tableism is mysterious, unmotivated, and implau-776

sible.777

I don’t have the space to run through the arguments for these claims here, but the778

arguments I would give are deeply analogous to the arguments for the corresponding779

claims in the argument against necessitarian tableism. Indeed, the argument for (ii) is780

more or less identical to the argument for the corresponding claim about necessitarian781

tableism. The argument for (i) isn’t literally identical to the corresponding part of782

the argument against necessitarian tableism, but it’s deeply similar. In a nutshell, the783

argument would proceed by undermining the various ways in which anti-tableists784

might try to argue for the alleged impossibility of tables. For instance, I would argue785

that the idea of a table (or of a composite object) isn’t incoherent, or conceptually786

impossible; and I would argue that composite objects like tables are not impossible787

for anything like the reasons that married bachelors, non-H2O water, and even primes788

greater than 2 are impossible; and I would respond to arguments for nihilism that don’t789

rely on any claims about the nature of the actual world; and so on. But, again, I can’t790

run through the details of this argument here.791

(While I don’t have the space to respond to the various arguments for nihilism,792

I’d like to say a few words about one of them, namely, Sider’s (2013) argument793

from ideological parsimony. Roughly, Sider’s argument is based on the following794

two premises: (i) in constructing our theory of the world, we don’t need to make any795

ineliminable use of mereological terms like ‘part’; and (ii) all else being equal, theories796

with fewer primitives are more likely to be true than theories with more primitives797

because they’re simpler—in particular, they’re simpler theories of the nature of reality.798

One worry about this argument is that premise (ii) is extremely controversial—it’s799

plausibility seems to depend on a very strong version of metaphysical realism that one800

might very well reject.16 But the main point I want to make about Sider’s argument is801

that, strictly speaking, it’s not an argument for nihilism; it is, rather, an argument for802

favoring nihilism over theories that commit to composite objects. But the argument803

doesn’t give us any reason to favor nihilism over non-factualism. This is because,804

like nihilists, non-factualists don’t need to make any ineliminable use of mereological805

terms like ‘part’.17,18 So if Sider’s argument is sound, then what it establishes is the806

disjunction of nihilism and non-factualism (or if it doesn’t rely on any claims about807

16 Why should we think that there’s a single right way to choose our primitives, i.e., that there aren’t
multiple equally good ways, as there seem to be in mathematics? And why should we think that if T1 has
different primitives from T2, then it says something different about the nature of reality? This seems to
assume that reality is layered, or structured, in a way that corresponds to the ways in which we define our
terms; but it might not be.
17 Of course, in order to articulate and argue for non-factualism, we do need to use mereological terms;
but that’s true of nihilism as well. I take it that Sider’s point is that when nihilists go to provide a positive
description of reality (as opposed to when they go to articulate and argue for nihilism), they don’t need to
make ineliminable use of mereological terms; and this is what I’m saying is true of non-factualists as well
as nihilists.
18 Actually, if we assume premise (ii), then non-factualists seem to be better off than nihilists in this regard;
for in addition to not needing to make ineliminable use of terms like ‘part’, non-factualists also don’t need
to make ineliminable use of terms like ‘object’.
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the nature of the actual world, then it establishes the necessity of that disjunction), and808

so it’s no threat to my argument. I can’t say any more about this here, but the Sect. 8809

remarks about non-factualism are also relevant to this issue.)810

If I’m right that an argument of the above kind can be run against necessitarian anti-811

tableism, then we have reason to reject both necessitarian tableism and necessitarian812

anti-tableism. More precisely, we have reason to endorse the following thesis:813

If the question of whether there are any tables is a substantive ontological ques-814

tion, then tables could either exist or not exist—or, more precisely, there are815

worlds that contain simples arranged tablewise but no tables, and there are also816

worlds that contain tables, where the tables are extra objects, numerically distinct817

from the simples that compose them.818

But if this is true, then we have reason to believe premise (2b); i.e., we have rea-819

son to believe that if the table question is a substantive ontological question, then820

necessitarianism is false. And when we combine this with (2a), we get the falsity of821

necessitarianism.822

4 Against contingentism823

I will now argue against the contingentist view of the table debate. Before I give my824

main argument against contingentism, let me give the following “quick and dirty”825

argument:826

Contingentism entails that there are some physical facts out there in the world—827

facts about the existence or non-existence of physical objects—that we’re828

currently unaware of and that we could use to settle the table debate if we could829

just discover them. But this is really counterintuitive; prima facie, it seems that,830

vis-à-vis the table debate, all the physical facts are in.831

I think this argument has some force, but I won’t pursue it here, because I don’t want832

to just rely on the intuition that there are no physical facts here to discover; instead, I833

want to argue that there no physical facts of the relevant kind. To get at my argument,834

let’s start with a definition; let’s say that a proto-table world is a world that contains835

simples arranged tablewise. Given this, my argument against contingentism is based836

on the following claim:837

(NI) We have no idea what a proto-table world needs to be like in order to count838

as a world in which tables exist.839

Later I will construct an argument that proceeds from (NI) to the falsity of contingen-840

tism, but for now, I just want to argue that (NI) is true.841

Let me start by ruling out two quick responses to (NI). First, if necessitarianism842

were still a live option, then you could try to respond to (NI) by saying that tables exist843

in all proto-table worlds (or no proto-table worlds); but we’ve already dispensed with844

necessitarianism, and this sort of response is not available to contingentists—they’re845

committed to saying that some proto-table worlds contain tables and some do not.846

Second, if we think of possible worlds as sets of sentences, then (NI) will obviously847

come out false because we’ll be able to say that a world needs to contain the sentence848
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‘Tables exist’ to count as a world in which tables exist. But I’m not thinking of worlds849

as sets of sentences; I’m thinking of them in a roughly Lewisian way—as something850

like factual situations.19
851

But even if we focus on just Lewisian worlds, you might still think there’s a quick852

response to (NI) that’s available to contingentists; for you might think they can say853

this:854

We know exactly what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world855

in which tables exist; it needs to be the case that tables exist in that world.856

I think that to some people this will seem prima facie like an acceptable thing to say857

and to others it will seem prima facie like an ostrich maneuver—i.e., a bury-your-858

head-in-the-sand-and-don’t-think-about-it maneuver. I want to try to argue that it’s an859

ostrich maneuver.860

Let me start by pointing out that contingentists are committed to saying that in order861

for a proto-table world to count as a world in which tables exist, a further fact needs862

to obtain in that world, over and above the existence of simples arranged tablewise.863

Let’s call facts of this kind type-T facts. (You can also call them table-existence facts864

if you want to, but I want a neutral term to make my point.) I think that type-T facts865

would be extremely weird. Indeed, I want to argue that we don’t have any real idea866

what facts of this kind would be like. To motivate this claim, I want to start by bringing867

out three features of type-T facts that seem very odd. The first is the following:868

Invisibility: Type-T facts would be macro-level physical facts—in particular,869

facts about the existence of macro-level physical objects—but they would be870

empirically undetectable. E.g., despite being, so to speak, “right in front of us,”871

they would be completely invisible.872

Tableists might try to deny this—they might claim that we can see tables quite easily.873

But this misses the point. The point is that (given that there are simples arranged874

tablewise) we would have the exact same retinal stimulations regardless of whether875

tables existed. So if we knew there were simples arranged tablewise in world W, and if876

we looked around W, we wouldn’t be able to tell whether there were tables there—i.e.,877

whether there were type-T facts there. There is no test we could run to answer this878

question. This seems very odd—we’re talking about macro-level physical facts that879

are right in front of us and, yet, completely undetectable.20
880

19 As I pointed out in note 4, I don’t actually believe in Lewisian worlds; I think they’re just useful fictions
for thinking about possibility; but I can’t get into this issue here.
20 You might respond as follows: “Whether there are type-T facts depends on whether there are composi-
tional facts of a certain kind—in particular, on whether some simples compose a table; facts like this are
similar in certain ways to causal facts; thus, since we’re not very worried by causal facts being invisible,
maybe we shouldn’t be very worried by compositional facts being invisible either.” But this stance is prob-
lematic. It suggests a picture in which there are two different kinds of facts—facts about composition and
facts about the existence of composite objects—analogous to causation, where there are facts about causal
processes and facts about causal effects. But this is the wrong picture of composition. Unlike causation,
composition isn’t a process; it’s not something that happens. So there aren’t two different kinds of facts
here. If some simples compose a table, then there’s no more to the fact that they compose a table than there
is to the fact that there exists a table that’s composed of them. (Also, even if there were two different facts
here, it wouldn’t be analogous to causation because both facts would be invisible.)
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(Don’t take me to be saying more than I am here. I’m not saying that there couldn’t881

be physical facts that are empirically undetectable. I’m not a verificationist. I’m not882

saying that the idea of an empirically undetectable physical fact is meaningless. All883

I’m saying right now (more will come later) is that the idea of such a fact—a macro-884

level physical fact that’s, so to speak, “right in front of us” but yet completely invisible885

and undetectable—seems weird.)886

The second weird feature of type-T facts is this:887

Non-supervenience: Type-T facts would be macro-level physical facts, but they888

wouldn’t supervene on micro-level physical facts together with the physical889

laws. More specifically, they would be facts about the existence of macro-level890

physical objects, but they wouldn’t supervene on facts about the distribution of891

physical matter in the universe.892

To appreciate this point, notice that contingentists are committed to the existence of893

pairs of possible worlds such that (a) the two worlds contain the exact same simples894

(and the exact same physical matter), arranged in the exact same ways, moving about895

in the exact same ways, obeying the exact same laws of nature, and (b) the two worlds896

differ in that one of them contains tables and the other doesn’t—i.e., they differ in that897

there are type-T facts in one of the worlds but not the other.21 And, again, contingentists898

are committed to saying that these type-T facts are physical facts—for they’re facts899

about the existence of macro-level physical objects. But despite being physical facts,900

they float free from the micro-physical facts; in particular, they don’t supervene on901

facts about the distribution of physical matter in the universe. This, I think, is extremely902

odd. It’s much odder than denying that macro-level facts are grounded in micro-level903

facts, as Schaffer (2010) does. The idea that there are macro-level physical facts that904

don’t even supervene on the micro-level physical facts (together with the physical905

laws) is extremely hard to make sense of.22
906

21 Strictly speaking, what contingentists are committed to are pairs of worlds such that (a) both contain
simples arranged tablewise and (b) one contains tables and the other doesn’t. But this is just an artifact of the
way I’ve set things up. If someone objected here on the grounds that contingentists aren’t really committed
to pairs of worlds of the kind described in the text, then I could just redo my argument so that it was about
tables of a very specific kind—e.g., 4-legged coffee tables that obey the laws of quantum mechanics. I could
get so specific about the kind of composite object I focused on that contingentists would be committed to
pairs of worlds of the kind described in the text—i.e., pairs of worlds that are identical at the micro-level
but different with respect to what composite objects exist.
22 Contingentists might try to reduce the feeling of weirdness here by saying that facts about the existence
of tables supervene on micro-physical facts together with the laws of metaphysics. But I don’t think this view
succeeds in making type-T facts seem less weird. To see why, notice that if the appeal to metaphysical laws is
going to do anything here, then contingentists will have to endorse a non-Humean view of these laws; in other
words, they’ll have to say that there are metaphysical forces, or some such thing. E.g., they might say that
in universalist worlds, there’s a metaphysical force that makes composite objects come into being whenever
some simples come into being. Given this, contingentists can say that the existence of composite objects
supervenes on (and is grounded in) micro-physical facts together with facts about the metaphysical forces.
But it’s hard to see what these forces could be. They couldn’t just consist in metaphysical necessitation
because that would be inconsistent with contingentism. It seems that these forces would have to be oomphy
in some sense but not causally oomphy (because composition isn’t a process). This seems very odd, and
so the appeal to metaphysical laws doesn’t seem to alleviate the weirdness of type-T facts. It just seems to
replace one mystery with another.
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The fact that contingentists are committed to the existence of pairs of worlds of the907

above kind (i.e., worlds that are micro-physically identical but different with respect to908

the existence of tables) gives us a more vivid way of bringing out the first weird feature909

of type-T facts—i.e., Invisibility. Imagine that we had a God’s-eye view and we were910

looking down on one of these pairs of worlds. The two worlds would look exactly the911

same. And they would feel, sound, smell, and taste the same as well. They would be912

like two little physical machines, running along next to each in the exact same ways,913

perfectly synchronized. No matter where we looked, and no matter how closely we914

looked, they would seem to be exact duplicates of one another. But according to the915

contingentist, they would be physically different. There would be type-T facts in one916

of the worlds but not the other. There would be no empirical test for the existence917

of these facts, but according to the contingentist, they would be there—macro-level918

physical facts, sitting right in front of us, but completely invisible. This seems very919

odd.920

Finally, a third weird feature of type-T facts that I want to point to is the following:921

Colocation: Type-T facts would involve colocation; more precisely, every type-T922

fact would involve a physical object x and a plurality of distinct physical objects923

(the ys) being located in the exact same place at the same time.924

I won’t bother to argue that colocation would be weird. There’s a long history of925

philosophers finding colocation weird, metaphysically dubious, hard to swallow, and926

so on. I think we can safely assume that, at the very least, colocation seems weird.927

(Let me quickly respond to two worries you might have here. First, you might928

complain that while one-one colocation (e.g., between a statue and a lump of clay) is929

widely considered to be weird, many-one colocation (which is what’s at issue here) is930

not. I agree that philosophers have worried less about many-one colocation, but this is931

just because the problem has been underappreciated; intuitively, many-one colocation932

is just as weird and puzzling as one-one colocation. Moreover, while the problem of933

many-one colocation has been less widely discussed, I’m certainly not the only one to934

notice it; e.g., Cameron (2014) says that those who are puzzled by one-one colocation935

“should also find it prima facie puzzling how an entity and some entities can be in936

exactly the same place at the same time.” Second, you might complain that while937

many philosophers think that colocation is weird, there are other philosophers who938

don’t think it’s weird. This is obviously true, but it’s important to remember that these939

people have some explaining to do; they have to explain why colocation isn’t weird,940

and this is precisely because it seems weird, at least initially.23)941

So there are at least three features of type-T facts that seem very weird—Invisibility,942

Non-supervenience, and Colocation.24 Given this, let’s return to the idea that contin-943

gentists can respond to (NI) by saying this: “We know exactly what a proto-table world944

23 There are many philosophers who can be read as trying to explain why colocation is non-weird. See,
e.g., Saenz (2015) for a recent and interesting attempt to do this. And see Cameron (2014) for an attempt
to explain away the weirdness of many-one colocation.
24 These aren’t the only features of type-T facts that would be weird. For instance, it seems that type-T facts
would be brute facts, and given that they would also be macro-level physical facts, this seems very weird.
But bruteness is obviously deeply related to Non-supervenience, so I’m not listing it here as a separate
source of weirdness.
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needs to be like to count as a world in which tables exist; it needs to be the case that945

tables exist in that world.” It seems to me that given the three weird features of type-T946

facts, this response is too quick. In fact, it seems like an ostrich maneuver. We’re talk-947

ing about facts that would involve Invisibility, Non-supervenience, and Colocation.948

To claim that we know exactly what facts of this kind would be like strikes me as949

just false. Indeed, it seems to me that we have no idea what such facts would be like.950

We’ve certainly never encountered any facts of this kind. After all, if they exist, they’re951

empirically undetectable. So we don’t have any sort of acquaintance with them. Now,952

of course, it’s possible that someone could just dream up an account of what such facts953

would be like, but as far as I know, no one’s ever done this. So it seems to me that954

(a) we have no acquaintance with facts of this kind, and (b) we have no descriptive955

account of what they would be like. And given this, it seems plausible to suppose that956

we don’t have any real idea what facts of this kind would be like.957

Let’s go back to the thought experiment in which we’re looking down at two worlds958

that are micro-physically identical. As I pointed out above, the two worlds appear to959

be exact duplicates of one another—no matter where we look, and no matter how960

closely we look, they seem identical. But then contingentists come along and tell us961

that they’re physically different—that there are type-T facts in one of the worlds but not962

the other. There are no empirical tests for these facts, we’re told, but they’re still there.963

We’re also told that while the facts in question are physical facts, they don’t supervene964

on micro-level physical facts—again, the type-T facts are just there, floating above965

the micro-physical facts. And, finally, we’re told that these facts involve colocation.966

My response to this is not, “Wow, I wish I knew which world contained tables.”967

My response is total befuddlement. I don’t understand what sort of fact is being said968

to obtain in the one world but not the other. I can say the words, “Tables exist in W1969

but not in W2,” but given the above remarks about what type-T facts would be like,970

I don’t know what these words are really saying about W1 and W2. Again, I don’t971

know what sort of fact is being said to obtain in the one world but not the other. Or to972

put the point into the lingo of (NI), I don’t know what either of these worlds needs to973

be like to count as the one in which tables exist. And I don’t think I’m alone in this;974

I don’t think any of us knows what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a975

world in which tables exist. So I think that (NI) is true.976

(You might try to respond to this argument for (NI) by linking type-T facts to some-977

thing that’s supposedly obvious. For instance, if there are simples arranged tablewise978

in region R, then you might claim that whether there’s a type-T fact in R depends on979

whether the simples in question compose a table (or on how many objects are in R).980

And you might claim that insofar as we understand what composition is (and how to981

count), these things are clear; and so you might conclude that it should also be clear982

what type-T facts would amount to. But it seems to me that if my arguments suggest983

that it’s not clear what type-T facts would be like, then they also suggest that these984

other things are unclear as well. More specifically, I think my arguments suggest that985

(a) we don’t know what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world in986

which some simples compose a table;25 and (b) if there are n simples in region R, and987

25 Another problem with the worry I’m addressing here is that it mistakenly assumes that facts about
composition are distinct from facts about the existence of composite objects; for more on this, see note 20.
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if those simples are arranged tablewise, then we don’t know what R (and the stuff in R)988

needs to be like for it to be the case that there are more than n objects in R; and so on.)989

I want to emphasize that I don’t think that the argument I’ve given here for (NI)990

is a knockdown argument. Despite everything I’ve said, true-believing contingentists991

can dig in their heels and say: “We know exactly what a proto-table world needs to be992

like to count as a world in which tables exist; it needs to be the case that tables exist993

in that world.” Now, I think that if contingentists say this, they’re essentially burying994

their heads in the sand and ignoring the problem; but it’s not as if they’re contradicting995

themselves, and so I don’t want to claim that I have a knockdown argument. Nonethe-996

less, while I don’t think my arguments succeed in forcing true-believing contingentists997

to give up their view, I think these arguments give the rest of us reason to scratch our998

heads and wonder what type-T facts could really be. I think they give us reason to999

think: “I don’t get it; I don’t understand the difference between the world that contains1000

tables and the world that doesn’t; and I don’t know what a proto-table world need to1001

be like to count as a world in which tables exist.”1002

Let me now use (NI) to argue against contingentism. To this end, consider the1003

following sentence:1004

(Table) There are tables.1005

Let’s say that the proto-table truth conditions of (Table) is the set of proto-table worlds1006

in which (Table) is true. Given this, my argument against contingentism proceeds as1007

follows:1008

(i) (NI) is true—i.e., we have no idea what a proto-table world needs to be like to1009

count as a world in which tables exist. But (ii) if (NI) is true, then we have no idea1010

what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world in which (Table) is1011

true; and (iii) if we have no idea what a proto-table world needs to be like to count1012

as a world in which (Table) is true, then our usage and intentions don’t determine1013

what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world in which (Table) is1014

true; and (iv) if our usage and intentions don’t determine what a proto-table world1015

needs to be like to count as a world in which (Table) is true, then our usage and1016

intentions don’t determine proto-table truth conditions for (Table); and (v) if our1017

usage and intentions don’t determine proto-table truth conditions for (Table),1018

then (Table) doesn’t have proto-table truth conditions. Therefore, (vi) (Table)1019

doesn’t have proto-table truth conditions. But (vii) if contingentism is true, then1020

(Table) does have proto-table-truth conditions. Therefore (viii) contingentism is1021

not true.1022

Both of the inferences in this argument are valid, and I’ve already argued for (i), and1023

(ii) and (iv) are trivial; so the only question is whether (iii), (v), and (vii) are true.1024

Premise (iii) seems pretty obvious to me. If we’re as out of touch as I’ve been1025

arguing with what a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world in which1026

(Table) is true, then it would seem that our usage and intentions don’t determine what1027

a proto-table world needs to be like to count as a world in which (Table) is true. After1028

all, our usage and intentions come from us; if they determined what a proto-table world1029

needs to be like to count as a world in which (Table) is true, then we would at least1030

have some clue about this.1031
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Premise (v) is also fairly obvious. Since (Table) is our sentence, it needs to get its1032

truth conditions from us—in particular, from our usage and intentions regarding the1033

meanings of our words. If you denied this, you’d have to say that the meanings of1034

our words and sentences can come unglued from what we use them to mean. Imagine1035

someone saying this: “I know you guys use ‘Austin’ to refer to that city in Texas,1036

but you’re actually wrong about this. ‘Austin’ really refers to Jupiter, not the capital1037

of Texas.” This is silly. Since ‘Austin’ is our word, it’s meaning and reference are1038

determined by our usage and intentions. If we use that word to refer to Austin, then1039

that makes it the case that it does refer to Austin. Likewise, if (Table) is true in some set1040

of proto-table worlds, that has to be because our usage and intentions make it the case1041

that it’s true in those worlds. (I’m not saying that we can never be mistaken or confused1042

about the meanings and references of our words; but in such cases, the meanings and1043

references of our words are still determined by our usage and intentions.)1044

Finally, (vii) is even more obvious than (iii) and (v). If contingentism is true, then1045

some proto-table worlds contain tables and some don’t, and (Table) is presumably1046

true in the ones that do, so if contingentism is true, then (Table) has proto-table truth1047

conditions. (Also, insofar as my real goal is to argue for non-factualism, I don’t really1048

need (vii) because (vi) already entails non-factualism by itself. Now, given this, you1049

might wonder why I bothered to argue against necessitarianism—i.e., why I didn’t just1050

argue for (vi) straightaway. The reason I couldn’t have done this is that I used the falsity1051

of necessitarianism in my argument for (vi); in particular, I used it to motivate (NI).)1052

So that’s my argument against contingentism. In a nutshell, the idea is that contin-1053

gentism entails that (Table) has proto-table truth conditions, but in fact, this isn’t the1054

case—(Table) doesn’t have proto-table truth conditions because the set of proto-table1055

worlds can’t be separated into the worlds that contain tables and the worlds that don’t.1056

To put the point into a slogan, there’s only one pile of possible worlds here, not two.1057

Here’s another way to think of the idea behind my argument: Given that the actual1058

world is a proto-table world—i.e., given that there are simples arranged tablewise—1059

contingentism entails that there are two different ways the world could be with respect1060

to the table debate, but in fact, there aren’t—there’s only one way the world could be1061

with respect to that debate.1062

Now, it might seem that this is inconsistent with what I argued in Sect. 3. For it1063

might seem that I argued there that even if we assume that there are simples arranged1064

tablewise, tableism and anti-tableism are both possible, so that there are two different1065

ways the world could be with respect to the question of whether there are tables. But1066

that’s not what I argued in Sect. 3; what I argued was that if there’s a substantive onto-1067

logical question about whether there are tables (given that there are simples arranged1068

tablewise, and where the tables would be extra objects, numerically distinct from the1069

simples that compose them), then there are two different ways the world could be1070

with respect to that question. And what I’ve argued in this section is that there just1071

aren’t two different ways the world could be with respect to the question of whether1072

there are tables (given that there are simples arranged tablewise). Thus, far from being1073

inconsistent, my two theses fit together perfectly to entail the conclusion that there1074

isn’t a substantive ontological question about whether there are tables. (By itself, this1075

doesn’t entail that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are tables, but when1076

we combine the no-substantive-ontological-question thesis with the assumption that1077
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trivialist views are false, we do get the result that there’s no fact of the matter whether1078

there are tables.)1079

You might respond here by claiming that the argument of the present section under-1080

mines the argument of Sect. 3. For you might think that I’ve been assuming in the1081

present section as well that there’s a substantive ontological question about the exis-1082

tence of tables, so that the arguments of this section are relevant to the arguments1083

of Sect. 3 and, indeed, undermine the style of reasoning that I employed there—i.e.,1084

the reasoning that used prima facie seemings as a guide to possibility. But, in fact, I1085

haven’t assumed in this section that there’s a substantive ontological question about1086

tables. My aim here has been to undermine that assumption, and I haven’t relied on it1087

in any way. So even in the light of the arguments of the present section, I stand by the1088

conditional conclusion of Sect. 3—that if there’s a substantive ontological question1089

about the existence of tables, then there are two different ways the world could be with1090

respect to that question. But, again, I don’t think that there are two different ways the1091

world could be here, and I don’t think there’s a substantive ontological question about1092

the existence of tables.1093

Perhaps my stance here can be put like this: there’s only one way the world could be1094

with respect to the table debate, and the one way it can be (and is) is no closer to a table1095

way than to a no-table way. This isn’t to say that there’s no mind-independent way that1096

reality is; it’s just to say that the way the world is isn’t a table way or a no-table way.1097

And on my view, this isn’t the world’s fault; it’s our fault; the problem is that sentences1098

like ‘There are tables’ (and ‘There aren’t tables’) are semantically imprecise. ‘There1099

are tables’ is supposed to say something about the nature of reality, over and above1100

what ‘There are simples arranged tablewise’ says, but it’s totally unclear what this1101

extra something is supposed to be—it’s unclear what the world needs to be like to1102

make ‘There are tables’ true (and it’s also unclear what the world needs to be like to1103

make ‘There aren’t tables’ true).1104

5 The law of excluded middle1105

One might object to my argument as follows:1106

You seem to be committed to rejecting the law of excluded middle (or LEM), for1107

you seem not to endorse the sentence ‘There are tables or there aren’t tables.’ But1108

you seem to rely on LEM in your own reasoning; in particular, when you say that1109

premise (1) of the main argument is trivial, you seem to rely on LEM, because1110

you assume that if factualism is true, then necessitarianism or contingentism is1111

true.1112

Here’s my response: LEM fails only in cases where there’s semantic imprecision.1113

Now, on my view, sentences like ‘There are tables’ are semantically imprecise; but1114

if factualism is true, then these sentences aren’t imprecise (or at any rate, they aren’t1115

imprecise enough to generate a failure of LEM, because factualism guarantees that1116

either tableism or anti-tableism is true). Thus, if factualism is true, then LEM is appli-1117

cable in connection with sentences like ‘There are tables’ and ‘There aren’t tables’.1118

Thus, since the antecedent of premise (1) guarantees that factualism is true, we can in1119

this context use LEM, and given this, (1) is trivial.1120
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6 From tables to composite objects1121

I have now argued that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any tables. But1122

nothing in my argument depended in any important way on the fact that I was talking1123

about tables instead of composite objects of some other kind—e.g., cats or rocks. Thus,1124

exactly analogous arguments can be used to argue that there’s no fact of the matter1125

whether there are any cats or rocks or trout-turkeys or whatever. And so we seem to1126

have an argument for the claim that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any1127

composite objects.1128

7 Pushing the argument further1129

I just argued that there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any composite objects1130

like tables and cats and rocks. But in arguing for this claim, I assumed the following:1131

(S) There exist lots of (tiny) simples; e.g., there are simples arranged tablewise1132

and rockwise and catwise and so on.1133

I think that we can jettison this assumption and that when we do, we’re led to a much1134

more radical conclusion than the one that I’ve argued for so far. To see what I’ve got in1135

mind here, let’s drop the assumption that (S) is true and replace it with the following:1136

(B) The blobject (i.e., the concrete particular object that’s identical to the entire1137

universe) exists.1138

If we assume that (B) is true, the question arises whether the blobject has any proper1139

parts. Blobjectivists like Horgan and Potrč say that it doesn’t, that the blobject is the1140

only physical object that exists; and anti-blobjectivists (e.g., universalists who endorse1141

(S)) claim that the blobject does have proper parts. But it seems to me that we can run the1142

argument of this paper in reverse to show that there’s no fact of the matter whether the1143

blobject has proper parts. First, we can argue (or assume, in the manner of Sect. 2) that if1144

there’s a fact of the matter in the debate between blobjectivists and anti-blobjectivists,1145

then the question of whether the blobject has proper parts is a substantive ontological1146

question—i.e., it can’t be trivialized. Second, we can argue (a la Sect. 3) that if the1147

question of whether the blobject has proper parts is a substantive ontological question,1148

then the necessitarian versions of blobjectivism and anti-blobjectivism are untenable1149

and, hence, blobjectivists and anti-blobjectivists should endorse contingentism, i.e.,1150

they should say that the relevant objects (i.e., proper parts of the blobject) could either1151

exist or not exist. And finally, we can argue (a la Sect. 4) that the contingentist versions1152

of blobjectivism and anti-blobjectivism are untenable as well because there’s only one1153

way the world could be with respect to the question of whether the blobject has proper1154

parts.26
1155

I obviously can’t develop this argument in detail here, but it seems pretty clear that1156

if the argument I’ve run in this paper is cogent, then this other argument is cogent as1157

26 If this argument is correct, then it works for all extended physical objects; i.e., it can be used to show
that for any extended physical object O, there’s no fact of the matter whether O has proper parts and, hence,
no fact of the matter whether O is a simple.
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well. So we seem to have the result that (a) if the blobject exists, then there’s no fact1158

of the matter whether any other physical objects exist, and (b) if simples of the kind1159

mentioned in (S) exist—i.e., if there are simples arranged tablewise and catwise and1160

so on—then there’s no fact of the matter whether any other physical objects exist.1161

Now, of course, this is all perfectly consistent with (S), and it’s also consistent with1162

(B). But if the arguments of this paper are correct, it can’t be that (S) and (B) are both1163

true, for my arguments suggest that if (S) is true, then there’s no fact of the matter1164

whether (B) is true, and vice versa. So given all of this, one might hold that (S) and1165

(B) are competitors and that we need to choose between the following two views:1166

Smallism: The fundamental objects of reality are simples of the kind mentioned1167

in (S), and there’s no fact of the matter whether any other physical objects exist1168

because there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any composite objects.27
1169

Bigism: The fundamental object of reality is the blobject, and there’s no fact of1170

the matter whether any other physical objects exist because there’s no fact of the1171

matter whether the blobject has any proper parts.1172

But I think it can be argued that there’s no fact of the matter whether the fundamental1173

objects of reality are simples of the kind mentioned in (S) or the blobject. I can’t1174

argue this point here, but I think that an argument similar to the one developed in this1175

paper can do the trick. More specifically, I think it can be argued that (a) if there’s a1176

fact of the matter between smallism and bigism, then the debate between these two1177

views is essentially an ontological one; and (b) given that the debate between smallists1178

and bigists is an ontological debate, the necessitarian versions of these two views are1179

untenable, and so smallists and bigists both have to say that there are pairs of distinct1180

possible worlds that are exactly alike except that in one of them smallism is true, and1181

in the other bigism is true; but (c) there just aren’t pairs of worlds like this.1182

If this is right, then there’s no fact of the matter whether (S) is true and no fact of1183

the matter whether (B) is true. And if we combine this with the other arguments in1184

this paper, we’re led to the radical conclusion that for any kind K of physical object,1185

there’s no fact of the matter whether there are Ks. Thus, there’s no fact of the matter1186

whether there are tables or people or rocks or simples of the kind mentioned in (S) or1187

a universe. Indeed, there’s no fact of the matter whether there are any physical objects1188

at all.1189

8 Un-crazy-ing the view (at least a little)1190

I set out to attack a metaphysical debate that seems a bit crazy, but I seem to have1191

argued myself into a view that’s crazier than any of the views endorsed by the people1192

27 There are actually two different versions of smallism—one that takes the fundamental objects to be
unextended point-sized simples, and one that takes them to be extended. On the latter view, it’s actually a
misnomer to call the fundamental objects “simples”; for if smallists of this kind accept the arguments of
this paper, then they’ll say that there’s no fact of the matter whether these objects have proper parts and
hence no fact of the matter whether they’re simples. So strictly speaking, I shouldn’t use ‘simples’ when
talking about smallists; I should use ‘small fundamental objects’, or something like that; but I won’t bother
with this complication here.
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engaged in the metaphysical debate. So I want to end by saying a few words to ease1193

the blow and hopefully make the view I’ve argued for seem a bit less crazy.1194

I consider myself to be a sort of commonsense realist. I think there’s a world out1195

there—or, at any rate, there’s some stuff out there, or some reality out there, or some1196

such thing—and I think this stuff (or this reality) has a nature that’s independent of us1197

and our theorizing. Moreover, I think that our empirical theories and our commonsense1198

beliefs (e.g., that there’s a table in my dining room) are more or less accurate. But1199

how is this commonsense realism consistent with the view that I’ve argued for in this1200

paper?1201

Here’s a quick attempt to make the two views compatible. Our way of conceptu-1202

alizing the world is thing-based at its core. We want to carve the world (or the stuff,1203

or however you want to put it) into objects. But there are multiple ways to do this.1204

We can do it in an (S)-universalist way (i.e., a way that says that there are simples1205

arranged tablewise and catwise and so on and also unrestricted compositions of these1206

simples, so that there are tables and rocks and trout-turkeys and so on); or we can1207

do it in an (S)-nihilist way (i.e., a way that says there are simples arranged tablewise1208

and catwise and so on but no composite objects); or we can do it in a blobjectivist1209

way, or a van Inwagen way, or…etc., etc., etc. But if my arguments are correct, then1210

there’s no fact of the matter as to which of these ways is correct. Now, one response1211

to this would be to junk our whole thing-based conceptual framework and start over.1212

That would be pretty hard to do, and in fact, we might be psychologically incapable1213

of doing it. But there’s another way of proceeding here. We can just pick one of the1214

above ways of carving the world into objects and go with it. This is an acceptable way1215

of proceeding because all of the above ways of carving up the world are OK. But note1216

that when I say they’re “OK”, what I mean is that they’re pragmatically OK. I don’t1217

mean that they’re OK in the sense that they make our sentences come out literally1218

true. Carnapians might endorse a view of the latter kind; they might say that we can1219

just pick a way of carving the stuff into objects, and as long as we set things up right,1220

our sentences will come out true. That doesn’t seem right; it suggests that however1221

we carve the stuff into objects—whether we do it in an (S)-universalist way or an1222

(S)-nihilist way or whatever—we’ll be right. That’s not my view at all; on my view,1223

none of the ways of carving the stuff (or reality) into objects is right, because there’s1224

no fact of the matter as to which objects really exist. So however we proceed here, our1225

sentences won’t be strictly speaking true, because we’ll be engaged in a kind of fiction.1226

But on my view, all of the above ways of carving reality into objects are pragmatically1227

OK; for while they all involve the adoption of fictions, the various fictions here are all1228

useful and harmless. It would take some doing to explain exactly how and why these1229

fictions are useful and harmless, but the basic idea is that they provide us with easy1230

ways of communicating with each other by giving us ways of uttering near-truths, or1231

for-all-practical-purposes truths. (Some of them are more useful, i.e., easier to use,1232

than others; but this doesn’t matter here.)1233

So on my view, there’s some stuff (or reality) out there, and it’s pretty much like we1234

think it is—science and common sense are more or less right—but our normal ways of1235

thinking and talking involve useful and harmless fictions about how to carve the stuff1236

(or reality) into objects. Hopefully, this way of describing my view makes it seem a1237

bit less crazy.1238
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